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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing brought flexibility, scalability, and capital cost savings to the IT industry. In more 

companies turn to cloud solutions, securing cloud based service becomes increasingly important, because for many 

organizations, the final barrier to adopting cloud computing is   sufficiently secure. The users rely on cloud storage as it 

is mainly because cloud storage is available to be used by multiple devices at the same time.  The flow and storage of 

data on the cloud environment in plain text format may be main security threat. The security issues associated with data 

storage over cloud is a major discouraging factor for potential adopters. The existing work for cloud security is to using 

cryptography approach. A novel approach to cloud security is to implement by using multilevel security system. The 

combination of cryptography, session management, log management system provides to high level security in the cloud 

storage. The multi level security system is to reduce the malicious activity and increase the security level in the cloud 

storage. The multilevel security system for cloud storage is also support to avoid duplication and maintain unnecessary 

disk utilization to increase the cloud server performance. Through analysis investigating data privacy and efficiency is 

to assure in the proposed system in cloud environment. Experiments on the real-world data set further to show the 

proposed approach indeed introduce low overhead on computation and resource communication. 

 

KEYWORDS: Cloud Computing, Crypto systems, Log management system, Session key generation, Cloud storage 

security, Deduplication. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

   Cloud Computing refers to both applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems 

software in the datacenters that provide those services. The services themselves have long been referred to as Software 

as a Service. The datacenter hardware and software is called a Cloud. The Cloud is made available in a pay-as-service 

manner to the general public, the service being sold is Utility Computing. The cloud model for enabling convenient, 

on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [1]. Cloud computing is an internet based 

resource sharing technique. Based on the technology domain usage it can be divided in four following major types [1], 

[2]. 

 

1. Private Cloud: The Cloud-based solution is provisioned   and used by a single enterprise. The services in a 

private Cloud are consumed by multiple users, and the services are managed operated and owned by the 

enterprise itself, a third party and combination of between them [3]. 

 

2. Community Cloud: This type of cloud infrastructure is targeted towards a selected group or community of 

consumers belonging to organizations with related goals [4]. It may be managed by one or more of the 

organizations involved, or by some third party. 
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3. Public Cloud: The public Cloud is the provisioning of Cloud-based solutions is publicly available for open 

use. The services are ubiquitous available through an Internet connection but this deployment model is 

rising many security and privacy concerns [5]. 

 

4. Hybrid Cloud: The hybrid level cloud infrastructure comprises of two or more forms of the previous cloud 

infrastructures where interactions among the different infrastructures are made possible by using 

standardized or proprietary data and application interaction methods [3].  

 

          The service means different types of applications provided by different servers across the cloud. There are 

three types of service deployment models provided by the cloud are [2]. 

 

1. Software as a Service (SaaS): In SaaS, the user uses      different software applications from different 

servers through the Internet. The client will have to pay for the time he uses the software. The software 

that does a simple task without any need to interact with other systems makes it an ideal candidate for 

Software as a Service [6]. 

 

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): PaaS provides all the resources that are required for building applications 

and services completely from the Internet, without downloading or installing software [4]. PaaS services 

are software design, development, testing, deployment, and hosting. The platform as a service is 

implemented with the help of virtualization approach.  

 

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): It is also known as Hardware as a Service (HaaS). It offers the 

hardware as a service to an organization so that it can put anything into the hardware. The rent resources 

allowed by IaaS to the user are Server space, Memory, Storage space [7]. 

 

II.  RELEATED WORK 

 

 Different types of approaches are developed in the past decades by researchers for solving, cloud computing 

security problems. As users no longer physically possess the storage of their data, traditional cryptographic primitives 

for the purpose of data security protection cannot be directly adopted. In particular, simply downloading all the data for 

its integrity verification is not practical solution due to the expensiveness in input and output transmission cost across 

the network. Besides, it is often insufficient to detect the data corruption only at the same time accessing the data, as it 

does not give users correctness assurance for those un accessed data and might be too late to recover the data loss or 

damage. 

 The burden can be resolved by few researchers introduced the public auditing service using Third Party Auditor 

(TPA) to audit the outsourced data at needed. TPA has a problem in the case of unencrypted public cloud data. Besides, 

encryption does not completely solve the problem of protecting data privacy against third party auditing. The existing 

work is based on cryptography approach either tokenization approach provides the privacy preserving on cloud storage. 

The number of cryptography approaches such as symmetric or asymmetric approach used to implement the secure 

cloud data storage.  

 Merkle [26] proposed a paper to describe a number of cryptographic protocols. Certainly, these are not only 

possible valuable tools to the system designer can be achieved and provide feasible solutions to problems of recurring 

interest. It gives only basic ideas and methods to implement public crypto systems. But it doesn‟t have an enhancement 

for the cloud security solution. 

 

 Boneh [13] proposed a short signature scheme based on the Computational Diffe-Hellman assumption on certain 

elliptic and hyper-elliptic curves. The signature length is half the size of a Digital Signature Algorithm for a similar 

level of security. This short signature scheme is designed for systems signatures are typed in by a human or signatures 

are sent over a low-bandwidth channel. It has a problem in Key generation on high bandwidth. 

 

 Ateniese [23] proposed a new idea for Storage outsourcing is a rising trend to prompts a number of interesting 

security issues, many of have been extensively investigated in the past. Provable Data Possession (PDP) is a topic that 
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has only recently appeared in the research literature. The main issue is to frequently, efficiently and securely verify that 

a storage server is faithfully storing its client‟s outsourced data. The storage server is assumed to be entrusted in terms 

of both security and reliability. The problem is exacerbated by the client being a small computing device with limited 

resources. Prior work has addressed this problem using either public key cryptography or requiring the client to 

outsource its data in encrypted form. PDP technique allows outsourcing of dynamic data that is efficiently supports 

operations, block modification, deletion and append. 

 

 Ateniese and Kamara [20] provide a framework for building public-key Homomorphic Linear Authenticator from 

any identification protocol satisfying certain homomorphic properties. The research shows to turn any public-key 

Homomorphic Linear Authentication into a publicly verifiable Proofs of Storage with communication complexity 

independent of the file length and supporting an unbounded number of verifications. This research illustrate the use of 

our transformations by applying them to a variant of an identification protocol by Shoup, thus obtaining the first 

unbounded-use Proofs of Storage based on factoring. 

 

 Erway [25] proposed a Dynamic Provable Data Possession because storage-outsourcing services and resource-

sharing networks have become popular the problem of efficiently proving the integrity of data stored at entrusted 

servers has received increased attention. The Provable Data Possession (PDP) model, the client preprocesses the data 

and sends it to an entrusted server for storage, while keeping a small amount of meta-data. The client later asks the 

server to prove that the stored data has not been tampered with or deleted without downloading the actual data. But the 

problem is original PDP scheme applies only to static files. 

 

Anna Lisa Ferrara [22] experiments provide strong evidence that batching short signatures is practical, even in a setting 

an adversary can inject invalid signatures. These results apply to standard and Identity-Based signatures, exotic short 

ring and group signatures are increasingly being considered for privacy-critical applications. At a deeper level, results 

indicate that efficient batching depends heavily on the underlying design of a signature scheme, particularly on the 

placement of elements within the elliptic curve subgroups signature and the comparable size and security, yet the latter 

scheme can batch more than 250 signatures per second, implementation clocks in at fewer than 40. The advantage of 

these scheme designers should take these considerations into account of proposing new pairing-based signature 

schemes. 

 

Chander Kant, yogesh Sharma [30] proposed Enhanced Security Architecture for Cloud Data Security. The author 

defines the cloud architecture with configured samba storage and cryptographic encryption techniques. The cloud 

architecture deployed with samba storage uses operating system feature specifying permission values for three 

attributes User, Owner, Group and maps it to cryptographic application to performs cryptographic operations. 

Cryptography application supports symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithm to encrypt and decrypt data for 

uploading and downloading within cloud storage. A username and password based authentication mechanism for users 

and digital signature scheme for data authenticity are defined within cloud architecture. 

 

 Mary Michael [31] proposed the method of Delegating Log Management to the Cloud Using Secure Logging In this 

method investigate the tough challenges against the secure cloud management service. It provides a comprehensive 

solution for storing and maintains log records in a server operating in cloud-based environment. Also address security 

and integrity issues not only just during the log generation phase but also during other stage in the log management. 

 

III.    MULTILEVEL SECURITYAPPROACH FOR CLOUD SYSTEM 

 

The cloud data security contains traditional approaches like third party auditing, homomorphic linear encryption, 

random masking, short signature, and provable data positioning method, remote positioning method has their own 

disadvantages in cloud security domain. Its challenge work to provide the efficient security method for cloud data  
             Fig. 1. Multi Level Security System Cloud Architecture 
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Fig. 1. Multi Level Security System Cloud Architecture 

 

owner and cloud service provider. The Multilevel security system cloud storage architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 

There are three basic types of entities in the system: Cloud User, Session Password Manager, and Cloud Storage 

Server. 

           Cloud User: An entity, user performs data storage and retrieval operations over cloud 

storage. The user will access the resources inside the organization and also shared cloud storage environment. 

 

1. Session Password Manager: Once correct user credentials are matched in the data base the next screen will be 

generate the session password using the mobile App. Each time user login the random session password 

generating to increase data integrity in the cloud data storage. 

 

2. Cloud Storage Server:  The cloud servers provides data storage space and maintain resources required for data 

computations. The cloud storage servers are maintained by the Cloud Service Provider (CSP). 

 

IV.     CRYPTOGRAPHY APPROACH 

 

Cryptography is a method to provide the data security in the cloud network. The original text is called as plain text 

and sometimes called as clear text. The plain text is covert in to cipher text format is called as Encryption. The cipher 

text is convert into plain text is called as Decryption. Encryption is performed in the source place and Decryption is 

performed by destination place. There are two types of algorithms used for cryptography method one is symmetric 

approach and another is asymmetric approach. In symmetric approach encryption and decryption is used same key for 

data security. The different symmetric algorithm comparison is presented in Table 1. The asymmetric approach 

encryption and decryption is used different keys it is suitable for shared network data transmission. 

 
TABLE I.  SYMMETRIC ALGORITHM COMPARISON 

 

The comparison of symmetric algorithm Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is the best algorithm for secure data 

storage in the cloud domain. AES algorithm used key size is 128 bits, 192 bits or 256 bits. The bits within such 

sequences will be numbered starting at zero and ending at one less than the sequence length. All byte values in the AES 

algorithm will be presented as the concatenation of its individual bit values 0 and1 between braces in the order {b7, b6, 

b5, b4, b3, b2, b1, b0}. These bytes are interpreted as finite field elements using a polynomial representation. 

                                  
iixbbxbxbxbxbxbxbxb

i





7

0

1 0223344556677
                                             (1) 

The AES algorithm performs four functions in each round encryption and inverse function of four operations 

performed in the decryption. 
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1. SubBytes:  The SubByte transformation is a non-linear byte substitution that operates independently based 

on the S- Box substitution table. In S-Box one byte is substituted for another based on substitution algorithm. 

Apply the transformation function over GF (28). 

                  ii cbbbbbb iiiii   8mod)7(8mod)6(8mod)5(8mod)4('                                                (2) 

2. ShiftRows:  The ShfitRows performs the bytes in the last three rows of the state are cyclically shifted over 

different number of bytes. Row zero of the state is not shifted, row one is shifted one byte, row two is shifted 

two bytes and row three is shifted three bytes. ShiftRows function transformation proceeds as follows. 

                              NbNbrshiftcrcr ss mod)),((,'   for 0<r< 4 and 0 ≤ c < Nb                                                  (3) 

3. MixColumns: The MixColumns provides by mixing data within columns. The four bytes of each column in 

the state are treated as a four byte number and transformed to another four byte number. The MixColumns 

polynomial function is given below. 

      a(x) = {03}x 
3 

+ {01}x 
2 

+ {01}x + {02}                                                                          (4) 

4. AddRoundKey:  The actual encryption is performed in the AddRoundKey function, each byte in the state is 

XORed with the sub key. Each round key consists of Nb words from the key schedule is given below. 

              ][],,,,[],',',','[ *,3,2,1,,3,2,1, cNbroudccccocccco wssssssss                                                                    (5) 

 

V.  DYNAMIC SESSION CREATION APPROACH 

 

The user session is more important in the cloud data security. Each time user will login using separate user session 

identification number. The dynamic session identification algorithm is given below. 

Step 1: Generate the user key for each login P= (F, B) and B (F, R) = Pd. R is the random number provided by the 

server. The Pd is the dynamic session identification for authentication. 

 

Step 2: Generate the secure session identification using the simple linear function. The xi is one digit of the password 

and yi is the random number provided by the server and a is the remain secret. 

                                                                   B (xi) =axi + yi mod Z                                                                                      (6) 

Step3: To perform the random number calculation is implemented by using the randomized liner function as given 

below. 

 1,mod)( 2111  izcxyaxk  

xiB = nizxcxyakk iiiii ,...2,mod)( 11                                                                             (7) 

 

 The a is constant the user needs to remember but c is not. The most interesting of the function is that c will be a 

random number which the user randomly picks each time the user tries to login to the system. Since gcd (a, Z) =1, the 

above function is also a bijective function regardless of the c value. Because c is also unknown to server, the server 

knows that c ∈ {0, 1,…, Z-1}. 

Step4: The generated dynamic session identification number is displayed using mobile application implemented with 

the help of J2ME programming. Once the session identification number is matched with the server the user will access 

the corresponding file resources in the cloud storage. 

 

The existing method the authors only focusing cryptography, one time password, Third party auditor methodology 

to investigate. The novel approach for privacy and preserving cloud data using multilevel security approach is to 

combine model to provide efficient system to enable security in cloud data storage. The dynamic session key 

generation is used to access the user resources only matching the session key in the database. The multilevel security 

system to minimize the security loop holes and enable data integrity in the cloud. 
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V1.   LOG MANAGEMENTAPPROACH 

 

The security in the public cloud, log management is more important. The logs and data status are maintained by the 

separate third party auditors. Using TPA log management to reduce the overall burden to cloud data owner and cloud 

service providers. The Fig.2 shows the diagrammatic representation of log management system. 

 
Fig. 2. Log Management Architecture 

 

 The log management system will maintain the user access log database.  The cloud log system should be listening 

in the data transmission in the cloud network. The malicious activity will occur in the cloud access immediately log 

system sends the report to the data owner. There are four functional components in a cloud logging management 

system 

1. Cloud User: The cloud user is the end user to access the resource in the cloud storage through the cloud 

service provider. The cloud user accesses the cloud resources based on the user credentials. 

2. Cloud Data Storage: The cloud data storage consists of user resources and data storage. The cloud data 

server provides the resource access to the cloud data owner and cloud end user in the public and private cloud 

networks. The user will access the files using simple query language and Graphical User Interface system. 

3. Cloud Data Owner: The cloud data owner is the initiate the data stored in the cloud storage. The cloud data 

owner to provide the access permission to the cloud users. 

4. Cloud Log Management: The cloud log management system contains the log monitor and log management. 

The major functionalities of the log monitor system is to monitor and review log data, generating the queries 

to retrieve and analyze the log data retrieved from the cloud. 

Log management system is very important for proper functioning of any organization information processing 

systems. It is also very expensive to maintaining log data of many organizations over long periods of time. The 

unauthorized persons some time possible to access the log files to create overhead to the data owner and cloud service 

providers. The problem is overcome by using an effective secured cloud base log management system with required 

protocols and methods that strengthen the security of query execution over a logging cloud database. The log analyzer 

and log monitor applications running inside the log management system. The log greeting message is automatically 

send to the data owner in the cloud through third party mail server. 
 

VI.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The Cryptography approach module is implemented by using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm. The 

size of key length is 256 is used for this module to increase the cloud security. The user login using user credentials and 

select the size of the file and upload the file to the cloud. The file is uploading in to the cloud storage the encryption is 

done by using AES 256 algorithm. The encryption and decryption using AES 256 algorithm is implementing with the 

help of JavaScript programming language in Netbeans Integrated Development Environment is shown in Fig. 3. The 

files are stored using HeidiSQL Database. The user downloads the file and performs the reverse operation of AES to 

get their original data in the cloud. 
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                                                                               Fig. 3. Encryption Using AES 256 Algorithm 
 

The session key management module is implemented with the help of J2ME mobile application environment. The 

user will login using username and password. The username and passwords are matched in database the random virtual 

key is automatically generated for each user. The random virtual key is entering into the mobile application and click to 

calculate button to create the session key for the user session is shown in the Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Session Key Generator  

 

The cloud disk utilization is more important to improve the cloud server performance. The replication of file storage 

is wastage of disk space. The disk space wastage is to minimize by using the file key technique. At the time of file 

upload the data owner using file key to store the file in the data base. The same file key and same file name are repeated 

in the time of uploading the server generate the error message and stop the process. The user status is recorded in log 

file. The log files are maintained by the Third Party Auditor. The log admin to maintain the log is very important to 

avoid malicious activity in the cloud storage. The un-authorized user try to enter and access the original file the log 

report is send to the data owner. The file size, file name and user name is status is periodically monitor in cloud log 

server is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Cloud Log Management  
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The major security loop holes are identified in the proposed system and try to reduce the security risks in the 

cloud data storage. The proposed cloud security system is adopting both private and public cloud environment. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
 The multilevel security for cloud data storage approach is to design to overcome recent security issues in the hybrid 

level cloud domain. The AES 256 algorithm is to reduce the data hacker attacks and improve the system security in the 

cloud. The session random key generation approach is to prevent the malicious user activity in the cloud domain. The 

log management system is to monitor the user activity in the cloud server. 

 The research work is extending to focus on data security in the local level. The proposed model the user will login 

using user credentials and upload the file to the cloud. The file is successfully uploaded in the cloud storage after only 

the encryption is performed to implement the security in the cloud. The forthcoming work the data owner will encrypt 

the file using cryptography algorithm and store the virtual drive in the local system to upload the content to the cloud 

server. The prospective model the data owner encrypted file will be uploading to the cloud storage to enable high level 

data security in the cloud network. 
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